ML's Greenery in Motion 2017 Custom Growing List
About this year’s plant list –it highlights the herbs and vegetables. I love flower gardens (for so many reasons!!) and
will always encourage people to add color and texture to their outdoor living spaces, but...it's the veggies - the greens,
the tomatoes that are hot right now. So, this year's mailer is focused on herbs, greens, and vegetables, with selected
flowers at the end. I’m growing the annuals and perennials that I’ll be using in on-site gardens so if you're looking for
something just let me know. The list is alphabetical. I’ll also have plants for sale at the Westminster Farmers’ Market
every Friday afternoon, May – August.
You may also be wondering about all of the varieties of any one kind of vegetable… Each variety has its own charm of
flavor and texture – and that makes the selection really personal. I can tell you that the most fascinating part of selling
plants at the farmers’ market is letting people try snips of the rosemary or basil for example and letting them pick the
best flavor for them. No one believes that each basil variety has its own subtle punch of flavor...
Everyone knows the standard Italian basil – used to make pesto,
caprese salads and outstanding tomato sauces but there are a lot of
subtleties that you might be missing out on! There are different
So – let's start with the
textures, flavors and sizes. Experiment a little and try a new one this
aforementioned basils…
year. This is one of the most popular plants we sell at the farmers’
market and you’re welcome to stop by and nibble a leaf or two to try
them out 😊
HBA

Basil Aroma

Gold standard in Genovese-type basil varieties

$3.95

HBS

Basil High Mowing
Sweet

The standard basil - totally reliable

$3.95

HBLL

Basil Lettuce Leaf

Large, crinkled leaves, which grow on the short, wide plant, are sweet, but
not as strong as other sweet basils

$3.95

HBMM Basil Magical Michael

A shorter, better branched Sweet Dani type with more fragrant flowers

$3.95

HBMS Basil Mammoth Sweet

Large yellow-green leaves with slight puckering and the most heavenly
aroma

$3.95

HBMO Basil Mostruoso

Mammoth leaf basil w/strong licorice-like flavor

$3.95

HBSR

Basil San Remo

HB102 Basil Siam Queen

Aromatic and flavorful, the 36" tall plants produce prolifically through the
summer into the cool days of early fall. It's vigorous, disease resistant
Purple stems,large dark green leaves, pink-violet flowers, tangy flavor, hint
of licorice

$3.95
$3.95

And now the rest of the herbs…a diverse group!
HAH

Herb Anise Hyssop

HB

Herb Borage

HDD

Herb Dill Diana
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Extra sweet strain, used to make one of the best herbal teas. Lovely purple
flowers that bees love
Great plant fore bees. These sky blue starry flowers with a subtle cucumber
flavor dress up summer salads punches and tea
Very upright, leafy--slow to bolt
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HDF

Herb Dill Fernleaf

Dwaft w/high yields

$2.95

HDH

Herb Dill Hera

New Excellent bunching. Compact, high yielding dill. Does not bolt
quickly

$2.95

HFT

Herb French Tarragon

Essential for cooking chicken and eggs, the real thing!

$4.95

HKT

Herb Kapoor Tulsi

Holy Basil. Used as a soothing tea

$3.95

HLHB

Herb Lavender Hidecote
Very compact silver-grey foliage w/dark blue flowers
Blue

$4.95

HLB

Herb Lemon Balm

Medicinal herb, lemon balm has mild sedative properties

$4.95

HOG

Herb Oregano Greek

Spicy flavor. It has tiny white flowers and is very hardy when established,
important in Greek, Italian and Mexican cooking

$4.95

HPGI

Herb Parsley Giant
Italian

A flat leafed type, dark green leaves. Full season. Sweeter than most.

$4.95

VPHR

Parsley Hamburg Rooted

This heirloom dates to the pre-1600's and is grown for its large roots that
make superb soups and stews. Leaves are also delicious.

$4.95

HPW

Herb Parsley Wega

upright habit makes it easy to harvest the dark green leaves.

$4.95

HSE

Herb Sage Extrakta

High essential oil content of 1.5-2.0%. Robust, uniform plant.

$4.95

HWB

Herb Wild Bergamont

Bright lavender blooms with a spicy scent.

$4.95

HWS

Herb Winter Savory

Use fresh or dried leaves in salads, dressings, meat, sausage, lamb dishes,
beans

$4.95

Runner Beans

These are the bean of Great Britain and Europe – Hagrid grows
runner beans in the Harry Potter series. Here’s why we like them…
first up - we think they taste better when picked young, but they also
have spectacular flowers that the hummingbirds love (and look great
and taste great on a salad). These look great as an ornamental that
can also be eaten if the mood strikes!

VBRS

Bean Runner Sunset

Beautiful salmon flowers on mid-height climbers

$2.95

VBLD

Bean Lady Di

Vibrant red flowers climbing to a stately 10 feet tall, the blooms attract
swarms of hummingbirds.

$2.95

VBRBS

Bean Runner Barnside
Sweet

Scarlet-flowered runner bean, 25'. 10" pods Very sweet and tender at
timmature stage, a great for freezing

$2.95

VBRT

Bean Runner Tenderstar

Best of runner and french beans in one. Extra succulent, so rich, and simply
delicious

$2.95

VBSE

Bean Scarlet Empire

Fat slightly fuzzy pods filled with a richer, more savory flavor than snap
beans. The classic variety.

$2.95

Beets

Excellent edging and edible foliage with delicious roots into the
bargain…what a two/fer
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Grown for tender purple leaves, then eat the beet, also excellent burgundy
filler

$3.95

Beet MacGregor's
Favorite

Extra succulent, so rich, and simply delicious!

$3.95

And the cole crops

Try lacto-fermentation (sauerkraut and kimchi!!!) - we learned how
to this past season - excellent flavor and health enhancer - and try any
Brussels Sprouts with bacon and dates!

VGBBB Beet Bulls Blood
VBM

VBSD

Brussells Sprouts Dagan Dagan's sprouts are medium-large, smooth, and attractive

$3.95

VBSH

Brussells Sprouts Hestia Early flavorful sprouts that hold well in the field.

$3.95

VBSN

Brussells Sprouts Nautic Sprouts are medium-sized and have excellent taste.

$3.95

VCPFD

Cabbage Pennsylvania
Flat Dutch

$3.95

VCM

Cabbage Murdoc

Large, pointed cabbage for sauerkraut and slaw. Murdoc's large heads
average 7-8 lb., and are packed with very tender and flavorful leaves.

Cucumbers

Did you know that cucumbers have been around for over 3000 years?
That tells you how valuable they are to the summer’s production.
Great for quenching thirst, making pickles, adding to cold soups and
sauces… experiment with more than a straight 8 (although they’re
good too!) Some of the oddest looking taste the best.

VCA

Cucumber Alibi

A great small cucumber, one of our personal favorites - we grow it between
the house and barn and eat them enroute :)

$2.95

VCBA

Cucumber Beit Alpha

Very sweet cucumber that is usually picked small and does not need
peeling as the skin is very tender

$2.95

VCD

Cucumber Delikatesse

10-inch-long,Pale green with small warts, superb taste; excellent for slicing
or pickling; bears abundantly

$2.95

VCDI

Cucumber Diva

VCGF

Cucumber Green Finger

8 pound, nearly flat heads. It's great for spring or fall. Excellent flavor.

$3.95

$2.95

Distinctly tender, crisp, sweet, bitter-free, and seedless cukes
Hybrid, thin, tender skin, crisp flesh and a small seed cavity.

$2.95

VCMA Cucumber Manny

Cute spineless and seedless Beit Alpha with delicious mild flavor, thin skin
and high yields.

VCM

Cucumber Muncher

Perfect for munching right out of the garden, burpless, Nearly spineless, 68"

VCP

Cucumber Patio Snacker Perfect for containers. Crunchy, flavorful and bitter-free.

VCPK

Cucumber Poona Kheera

Specialty variety for India. Light yellow green when young turn russet
brown at full maturity with black spines

$2.95

VCS

Cucumber Sir Crunch a
Lot

Season extender. Bitterfree and rich, with a small seed cavity and extralong fruit size - last one to produce for us in the fall.

$2.95
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VCSD

Cucumber Summer
Dance

VCGB

Cucumber Tender Green This truly burpless is sweet, tender with medium green, blocky fruit at its
Burpless
best when harvested at 8 inches or less

Burpless, dark green 8.5-9" long. Really decent producer.

$2.95
$2.95

Eggplants

All eggplants can be grown in containers – and often perform better
there. All of our production plants, for home consumption, are in
large nursery containers on the south side of the greenhouse.
Eggplants also mix extremely well into “flower” gardens because their
structure and flowers are dramatic and fill a “hole” very well. This
year you can try one of each - we're growing them in 2.5" pots

VEA

Eggplant Amethyst

Striking deep purple color, small teardrop-shaped eggplant. Interior flesh
sweet and mild

$2.95

VED

Eggplant Diamond

Mild, dark purple 6-9" x 2"-3" slender fruit, superb flavor, firm flesh.

$2.95

VELG

Eggplant Listada de
Grandia

Popular heirloom types; this one has 7”-long fruit that are white with
lovely bright purple stripes.

$2.95

VEM

Eggplant Millionaire

Slim dark purple, 2" x 10" on spectacular purple stemmed plants

$2.95

VEPB

Eggplant Patio Baby

Masses of container-grown, baby-sized fruit ready to harvest in under 2
months

$2.95

VEPT

Eggplant Ping Tung
Long

Popular Japanese eggplant variety growing up to 14" long. The fruit is
slender with purplish-black color and a purple calyx

$2.95

VERB

Eggplant Rosa Bianca

Very meaty 4"-6" round fruit, mild flavor never bitter

$2.95

VERM Eggplant Round Mauve

The Greens!!!!

Round mauve eggplant, thin-skinned with white flesh, not bitter. Harvest
tennis ball size.
These next four are the chards, kales, mustards and lettuces and are
all part of the really fast developing “greens” mania. We’ve
discovered over time that there are subtleties in these groups as well –
and many will work very well as fillers in regular gardens – especially
the kales and chards. You can’t beat the drama of their well grown
leaves!

$2.95

VGAR

Greens Arugula
Runaway

Tastes deliciously tangy but is slightly less pungent than regular arugula.

$3.95

GCB

Greens Chard Bionda di
Lyon

Pale green leaves, almost golden in color, and thick white midribs, truly
excellent flavor - our personal favorite

$3.95

VGBL

Greens Chard Bright
lights

Colored stems in red, white, pink, violet, green, gold, orange, yellow and
some striped

$3.95

GCEN

Greens Chard Electric
Neon

Neon range of 3-phase red, fuse-melt pink, hot-stick yellow, and glareburst orange

$3.95

GCVT

Greens Chard Verde de
Taglio

Very thin stems support large leaves of unusual substance . Outstandingly
sweet and tender variety

$3.95
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GCVU Greens Chard Vulcan
GMJGR

Greens Mustard
Japanese Giant Red

GKBM Kale Black Magic

Very attractive and uniform red chard; this variety has great flavor
Purple-red leaves with a delicious strong, sharp, almost garlic-like, mustard
flavor. Tasty stir-fried or boiled and makes a great pickling variety
Winter hardyplants with very dark, crinkled leaves have rich flavor. Best
after frost or eaten young

$3.95
$3.95
$3.95

GKM

Kale Meadowlark

Long, narrow leaves are tightly curled, very tender and easy to derib.

$3.95

GKRR

Kale Red Russian

One of the classic kales - with a red/purple tinge, sweet as young leaves

$3.95

GKRU Kale Red Ursa

Magenta, frilly kale is great raw, adding wonderful flavor and color to
salads

$3.95

GKRE

Kale Redbor

Completely magenta kale! Cold hardy edible landscape plant is both
beautiful and tasty.

$3.95

GKSF

Kale SiberFrill

Stunning leaves so frilly they barely require chopping. Sweet flavor;
delicious cooked

$3.95

GKSF

Kale Siberian

Frilly dark green leaves form a cold-tolerant rosette

$3.95

GKSG

Kale Smooth German

Raw leaves are slightly bitter with a tangy mustard flavor. Cooked leaves
are sweet, juicy, and tender. Early to bolt but the flavor is worth it.

$3.95

Delicate sweet flavor - the other classic kale

$3.95

Valued for ruggedness, looseleaf, heavy producer

$3.95

Big, bold, romaine-type lettuce

$3.95

Compact plants have slightly puckered, emerald green, oak-shaped leaves
with a shock of brilliant maroon speckles. The crisp, tender crunch and
succulent flavor

$3.95

GKWR Kale White Russian
GLAD

Lettuce Amish Deer
Tongue

GLCM Lettuce Crisp Mint
GLBB

Lettuce Flashy Butter
Oak

GLFT

Lettuce Flashy Troutback Spots darken from red to maroon as the lettuce matures.

GLI

Lettuce Italienischer

Tall, upright, and sturdy 18 inch bright green plants are huge, providing
more sustenance per plant than any other variety we know of

$3.95

GLM

Lettuce Mascara

Curly frilled oakleaf-shaped leaves keeps dark red color & flavor in hot
weather

$3.95

GLME Lettuce Merlot

Striking, deep dark red, almost purple frilly leaves.

$3.95

GLPB

Lettuce Pirat Butterhead

Heirloom noted for exceptional flavor and silky texture, medium sized
w/red tinged leaves and lime green heart

$3.95

GLRE

Lettuce Red Eared
Butterheart

Dazzling red with apple green open centers. Superb quality

$3.95

GLSB

Lettuce Salad Bowl

Classic loose leaf lettuce, been around for decades

$3.95
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The varieties of Peppers and Tomatoes continues to expand. It's worth trying a new one now and again. To encourage
you, this year peppers will be in 2.5" pots at $2.95 ea so you can try different varieties. As usual, tomoatoes will be
$4.95 for a 4" pot. The code....
peppers with heat
new varieities
favorites works for peppers, squashes
and tomatoes.

First: the Peppers

Peter Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers – and so can you! Here’s
another range of varieties. Everyone knows about the classic bell
peppers – available year round and used for stuffing etc. You’ll find
them on the list to be sure – and many varieties to pick from. The
same is true for the hot peppers – good selection although none of the
brutally hot ones… What you’ll also see is a long list of “horn”
peppers. We’ve discovered that, by and large, these have by far the
best flavor for almost anything – including the classic stuffing,
roasting, pickling (although we mix in a few hots). These are the ones
that we grow for ourselves! Get adventurous and try a whole lot of
different ones.
horn peppers

VPBB

Pepper Ancho-poblano
Big Boss

Big and bold with sensational flavor and just-right mild heat.

$2.95

VPB

Pepper Bajio

8-10" long cylindrical peppers are thin-walled and dark green ripening to
dark brown

$2.95

PBBS

Pepper Bangles
Blend Sweet

Red, Orange and Chocolate baby bells. Great for snacking, stuffing or
pickling. Each plant one color

$2.95

VPBR

Pepper Big Red

An abundance of 4 inch, thick walled, very sweet red peppers. Flavor is
crisp

$2.95

Unique, black-colored fruit that are the shape of a Jalapeno. They are
mildly hot and have a delicious flavor

$2.95

Mild heart-shaped chili perfect for stuffing in chiles rellenos or dried for
ancho chili powder

$2.95

Extremely sweet and productive Polish heirloom. 4" long bell fruits with 3
lobes. Sweet even when green, great flavor!

$2.95

Sweet Italian frying pepper

$2.95

Pepper Black
Hungarian
Pepper Boston Poblano

VPBH
VPBP
VPG

Pepper Buran
Pepper Carmen

VPC
VPCC

Pepper Chervena
Chuska

Flesh is sugary sweet. Robust plants produce large tapered fruits measuring
2" wide by 6" long. Fruits ripen from green to brown to vivid red

$2.95

VPCT

Pepper Corno di
Toro Giallo

Favorite in Italy. Long 8-inch tapered, bull-horn shaped golden-yellow
peppers are sweet and spicy

$2.95

VPF

Pepper Feher Ozon
Paprika

Dwarf peppler produces 5" long fruits that ripen from creamy with to
orange to red. Exceptionally sweet flesh.

$2.95

VPGGS
VPJC

Pepper Gatherer's
Gold Sweet Italian
Golden variation of the quintessential sweet Italian frying pepper
Pepper Jalapeno Concho Fruits are cylindrical, dark green with moderate heat. Big, 1 3/4" x 3-4"
long, and very smooth. Tall plant yields heavily, picks easily.
Pepper Jalepeno M
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4 1/2" thin-walled, dark green fruits ripen to brig red. Dry into flakes for
seasoning
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VPJN

Pepper Jimmy
Nardello

One of the very best for frying. Delicious roasted apple flavor

$2.95

VPJC

Pepper Joe's Long
Cayenne

Heavy yields of finger width thin-walled red peppers up to 12" long

$2.95

VPKN

Pepper King of the North

Red bell pepper. Blocky, uniform fruits are excellent for stuffing or fresh
eating.

$2.95

VPLB

Pepper Lilac Bell

Bell, medium lilac-purple. Crisp, juicy, and sweet! Medium-sized fruits
start out yellow-green, ripen to purple, finally to red

$2.95

VPLI

Pepper Lively
Italian Orange

Horn, hick-walled, bright orange fruit

$2.95

VPOP

Pepper Orange
Picnic

Sweet, warm color, thick walls, strong yields

$2.95

VPOG

Pepper Ozark Giant

Huge, long bell peppers that have delicious , thick flesh. They start out
green and turn bright red.

$2.95

VPQAR

Pepper Quadrato
Asti Rosso

Very thick, brilliant red flesh; the fruit are huge with delicious rich-sweet
taste. Excellent for frying, salads

$2.95

VPQD

Pepper Quadrato
D'Asti Gaiallo

Giant Yellow bell, Italian variety, beautiful and blocky, with very thick
walls; the flavor is outstanding--sweet and rich!

$2.95

VPRP

Pepper Red Picnic

Sweet, warm color, thick walls, strong yields

$2.95

VPRH

Pepper Round of
Hungary

Ribbed, flattened fruits mature early and have very thick, sweet, delicious
flesh. Distinctive, globe-shaped fruits avg. 2-2 1/2" x 3-3 1/2", turn red
early, and are great for stuffed peppers

$2.95

VPSC

Pepper Sweet Chocolate

Early bell pepper. Ripens from green to chocolate on outside and bring red
inside, thick sweet frlesh

$2.95

VPTH

Pepper Tequila Hybrid

Lavender fruit grows to a blocky 4.4" deep and 4" across. Lavender fades
to lovely orange then red.

$2.95

VPT

Pepper Thunderbolt

A sweet pepper dream come true! One great big beautiful sweet Marconi
pepper 13", the largest we offer, and a marvel for flavor and texture.

$2.95

VPTS

Pepper Tolli's
Sweet Italian

Heirloom, large dependable yields 5" long red peppers

$2.95

VPTYH

Pepper Tricked
You Hybrid

Completely heat-free jalepeno.

$2.95

Next: the Squashes

Summer Squashes and zucchinis are a staple of summer grilling and
broiling – add a little onion and fresh tomato, top with parmesan
cheese and bread crumbs and – voila! – supper! The standards are
straight neck yellow squash and green straight zucchinis but PLEASE
experiment! The flavors in the more untraditional (to American eyes
at least) varieties are much superior. The Italians and the French have
been working with these plants for years! The winter squashes are a
classic storage crop and comfort food at its best

Squash Summer
Costata Romanesco

Italian heirloom loved for its unique white raised ridges. Bred to harvest
young when flower is still attached

VSZCR
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VSMS

Squash Summer
Magda

Pale green skin and a shorter more plump shape than other summer
squashes. Dense flesh has a sweet and light nutty flavo

$2.95

VSZSI

Squash Summer Striata
d'Italia

Striped in light & dark green. Superb flavor and texture.

$2.95

VSSS

Squash Summer Success Classic straight neck summer squash

$2.95

VSZPS

Squash Summer
Zucchini Patio Star

$2.95

VSZSI

Squash Zephyr Summer

VSWSL

Squash 'Winter
Sweet Lightning

VSWNB

Squash Winter Butternut
Mini-butternut just right for two people with excellent flavor
Honey Nut

$2.95

VSBW

Squash Winter
Butterscotch Winter

$2.95

VSWCR

Squash Winter Butternut
Classic shape SUPERB flavor, resistant to mildew
Nutterbutter

$2.95

VSWFB

Squash Winter Delicata
Honeyboat Pinata

Incredibly rich, sweet potato-like flavor with fine-grained flesh. Can be
eaten skin and all.

$2.95

VSWFB

Squash Winter Futsu
Black

The black fruit will turn a rich chestnut color in storage. Flesh is golden
color and has the rich taste of hazelnuts

$2.95

Teardrop shaped mini hubbard with bright orange skin

$2.95

VSWR Squash Winter Red
K
Kuri

Shapely, deep green fruit. Half the size of standard zucchini plants,
Produces full-size fruit
Distinctive, slender fruits are yellow with faint white stripes and lightgreen blossom ends. Harvest young at 4-6" for unusually delicious, nutty
flavor and firm texture. Vigorous, high-yielding plants.
Supreme eating; excellent sweet flavor, smooth flesh with orange and
white striped , spotted. skin. Easy to eat, single serving 1-1 1/2 lb. fruit that
stores well. Also decorative

Sweet flavored mini personal sized, 1-2 lb fruits are 6” by 3” and grow on compact
space saving vines; producing 3-4 per plant. Resists powdery mildew

$2.95

$2.95

VSWP

Squash Winter
Potimarron

One of the very best for baking and roasting. A French heirloom

$2.95

VSWT

Squash Winter
Tetsukaubuto

Round, dark green fruit with deep yellow flesh, sweet, nutty, smooth and
creamy. Japanese "pumpkin"

$2.95

And last: the
Tomatoes!!

Totally over the Top for Tomatoes! Here’s the group with the greatest
variety – there are over 500 tomato varieties available at the moment
in the trade. That’s a far cry from the days of Early Girl, Big Boy and
Supersonic (all of which are still available – but not here!). The flavors
really can't be described - you'll just have to try some unknown to you
to wake up your taste buds :) We're taste trialing the greens this year...
cherry tomatoes
beefsteak

TGDI

Tomato A Grappoli
D' Inverno

Grape, flavorful fruit are delicious and great for snacking, fresh or dried.

$4.95

TAGG

Tomato Aunt Gerties
Gold

Best tasting yellow and of any color, 1lb fruits with beautiful golden color.
Fruity and sweet yet complex.

$4.95

TARG

Tomato Aunt Rubies
Green

One of the largest green beefsteaks. Can grow to over 1 pound and are just
deliciou

$4.95
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TB

Tomato Beauty

TBV

Tomato Black
Vernissage

TBCW

Tomato Box Car
Willie

TC

Tomato Carbon

Among the darkest of the "black" tomatoes. Flavor is exceptionally rich yet
sweet

$4.95

TCA

Tomato Cherokee
Carbon

Robust deep purple beefsteak is a cross of Cherokee Purple and Carbon,
both of which are famous for their unique and delicious flavors. 10 to 12 oz.

$4.95

TCC

Tomato Cherokee
Chocolate

12 oz.-1 lb., beefsteak tomatoes with deep red colors to the interior flesh
and dark shoulders. Drought tolerant. Makes superb soup!

$4.95

TCG

Tomato Cherokee
Green

Ripe green skin is blushed amber, has a green interior with a balance of
sweet and tart, some say it is has the best flavor out of all green tomatoes

$4.95

TCC

Tomato Chocolate
Cherry

1-inch beauties boast the most flavorful tomato tang in the family,

$4.95

TCG

Tomato Costoluto
Genovese

Fruits rather flattened w/deep ribbing. Intensely flavorful, deep red flesh

$4.95

TCO

Tomato Coustralee

Fruits grow to 3 pounds and you will get them in large numbers on plants
that are unusually large in size, probably dwarfing all the other tomatoes in
the garden. Flavor is very good for a really big tomato

$4.95

TD

Tomato Dester

large pink beefsteak variety that reaches 1-1 1/2 pounds. Its rich sweet
flavor and size makes it an excellent slicer

$4.95

TGP

Tomato German
Pink

Heirloom, high yields of 1-2lb nearly seedless meaty fruit, full sweet flavor

$4.95

TG

Tomato Gladiator

8 oz dense fruit, impart rich, robust flavor to paste, sauces, soups, salsa, or
ketchup

$4.95

TGG

Tomato Green Giant

Productive great tasting tomato. Large emerald-green fruit are over one
pound.

$4.95

TTGZ

Tomato Green Grape

Large cherry with very bright flavor -we use it tomato salads to wake up
the whole dish

$4.95

TGZC

Tomato Green Zebra
Cherry

Striped green cherry tomatoes look like miniature Green Zebras with the
same striping and green color ripening with a hint of amber. Has more
delicious sweetness in its profile than that of Green Zebra.

$4.95

TGA

Tomato Gregori's Altai

Dark-pink, round fruit with a delicious, big-tasting sweetness. Total
surprise in how early and how late it produced.

$4.95

TIS

Tomato Italian Sweet
Heirloom

Large luscious red beefsteak tomato. Incredibly sweet and juicy.

$4.95

TJF

Tomato Jaune Flamme

Early crops of apricot-colored 4 ounce fruits. Excellent fruity, sweet tart
flavor. We've dried them with success.

$4.95
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Black" tomato that is loaded with flavor as well as production
Very heavy crop of good-sized smooth red tomatoes with delicious flavor
ranging from 6 to 10 oz.
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TJRL

Tomato Johnson
Regular Leaf

TKO

Tomato Kosovo

TMM
TNAR
TNBD
TOP

Tomato Mexican
Midget
Tomato Neves
Azorean Red
Tomato New Big
Dwarf
Tomato Orange
Paruche

TRZ

Tomato Red Zebra

TS

Tomato Sioux

TSGH
TSRP

Tomato Solid
Gold F Hybrid
Tomato Speckled
Roman Plum

Large slightly ribbed pink-red tomatoes averaging 1lb. Meaty with few
seeds, excellent flavor
Huge, deep pink heart-shaped fruit has a sweet rich flavor and is very
meaty while still being juicy. Delectable and intense tomato flavor that
really makes this one special
A very prolific producer of small, ½ inch, deep-crimson colored fruits that
have great tomato taste.
Terrific red tomato huge beautiful beefstead 1 to 3 lbs

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Compact plants, 2' produce very early flavorful deep pink tomatoes up to
1lb.
Brilliant, glowing orange fruit that are irresistible and vitamin-packed. The
1 inch round fruit
Gorgeous 2½" round fruits are blood-red overlaid with jagged carrotorange stripes. Top quality uniform strain, very productive. Slightly tart
Incredible flavor and reliably large harvests even in hot weater. Sweet yet
tangy and full of rich complex flavors.
Clusters of 1" long golden yellow grape tomatoes. Very crack resistant.
Long shelf life after harvesting
Speckled Roman has 3" by 5" oblong fruits with orange-yellow striped
bright red skin and a dense solid-red interior with few seeds and little gel.
This golden yellow beauty achieves a new level of sugar-sweetness and
flavor, superb texture, and a tangy "true tomato" taste.

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

TSS

Tomato Sun Sugar

TSC

Tomato Sunchocola

Gorgeous cherry tomato has more smoky, sweet flavor, juicy texture

$4.95

TSG

Tomato Sungold

Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry - everyone's favorite

$4.95

Large round smooth fruit nearly perfect in shape and brilliant tangerine

$4.95

TWO
TWY
VTP

Tomato Woodle
Orange
Tomatillo Dr.
Wyche'sYellow
Tomatillo Purple

Now the Woody plants

1 lb fruit is solid and smooth; their color is a glowing tangerine-orange that
always stands out in the kitchen or off the vine.
Beautiful purple fruit, large size. Many are a bright violet color throughout
their flesh. Much sweeter than the green tomatill
Small berried fruits are one of the most valuable additions you can
make to your home landscape. When grown well, they have an
outstanding return on healthy eating – high in antioxidants etc and
even when grown not so well can offer fresh eating of delightful flavor
nuggets. Blueberries, in particular, have an excellent nutrient profile
and also make an excellent addition to the ornamental landscape –
turning bright red in the fall. If you don’t want to eat the fruit – all
the neighborhood birds will help you out J

$4.95

$4.95
$4.95

WBB

Blueberry Blue Gold

High bush. Easy to pick mid-season harvest, compact growth

$14.95

WBE

Blueberry Elliott

High bush. Ripens late and can be stored carefully until Thanksgiving

$14.95

WBD

Blueberry Duke

Early season variety with good hardiness and very good productivity.
Bushes are vigorous, 2.0 m tall, open and upright. Fruit is very firm,

$14.95
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WBE

Blueberry Elizabeth

High bush. superb flavor and decent size berries for later in the season

$14.95

WBF

Blueberry Friendship

Smallest plant on the list only 3' high but with a flavor punch unmatched
by anything else on the list

$14.95

WBHC

Blueberry Hannah's
choice

High bush. One of the earliest with superb flavor and decent sized berries

$14.95

WBL

Blueberry Legacy

Very productive blueberry that produces firm, sweet, aromatic fruit for an
extended period in late mid-season.

$14.95

WNB

Blueberry North Blue

High bush/lowbush. Ripening by July 15 Erntesegen

$14.95

WBP

Blueberry Polaris

High bush/low bush hybrid – pollinates Friendship and ripens early

$14.95

WBSC Blueberry St.Cloud

One of our favorites, 3.5' tall -prodcues under stressed conditions

$14.95

WEJ

Elderberry Johns

large fruits in large clusters, can be pollinated by native elderberries

$9.95

WLE

Ligonberry Erntesegen

Relative of the cranberry, tasty, tight growing evergreen groundcover

$9.95

WRA

Raspberry Addison

Highly aromatic and sweet with excellent phytonutrient density

$7.95

And now for the flowers - essential for any well balanced garden!~!~! Annual Color makes a space come to life
and as you know, flowers can be mixed into the vegetable garden and vice versa. The annuals below have been
the favorites over the years, but if you don't see something you're looking for let me know as I'm growing many
more varieties than listed here. I've also grouped varieties that have many colors together (Zinnia Profusions) so
I just need to know variety and color.
Grown for leaves and seeds and dramatic BIG color; Opopeo, Jauaranas
AAM Amaranths
$3.95
Orange, Hopi Red Dye, Illumination, Love Lies Bleeding
PAGB

$4.95

AASF

Asclepias Gay Butterflies Small, curiously shaped blooms in dense clusters, are irresistible to
butterflies . Brilliantly colored mix.
Asclepias Silky Formula Mix of Gold, Deep red, scarlet. Butterflies love it.

AAT

Asclepias tuberosa

Classic butterfly milkweed - orange

$8.95

AC +
color

Celosias

$3.95

COS +
color

Cosmos

This gem thrives in heat and humidity; its towers of bloom are excellent
cut flowers whether fresh or dry, and it keeps on producing spikes all
summer: Celway Terracotta, Chief Rose, China Town Red, Cramers Rose,
Eternity Improves, Pampus Plume, Red Flame
The large, scented clusters of striking flowers: Cherry, Purple, Rose,
Double Click Cranberries, Versailles Mix

AGC
+color

Gomphrena QIS Series

Bushy, hairy-leaved annual, globe amaranth bears round purple flower
bracts on thick stems in Best rose-colored gomphrena for cut
flowers.summer and early fall: Carmin, Purple, Strawberry Fields, Formal
Mix
Stately and elegant variety: Mont Blanc, Mont Rose, Ruby Regis, Silver

$3.95

LAV + Lavateras
color
Cup
MB + Marigold Bonanza Series Bonanza's are carnation (puffed) flowers. Prolific blooms through October:
color
Flame, Gold, Orange, Burning Embers
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$3.95
$3.95
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MD + Marigold Durango Series
color
ARUD Rudbeckias
+name
ASRJ Salvia c. Red Jewel

$3.95

ASEV

$3.95

ASG
ASLP

Durango's have anemone (flat) flowers, deep colors and are outstanding
performers: Bolero, Gold, Red, Tangerine
Black eyed susans - the backbone of the late summer garden; Indian
Summer, Prairie Sun, Cherokee Sunset, Cherry Brandy
Handsome bushy plant with head-turning red flowers blooming summer to
fall.
Salvia f. Evolution Violet Bloomstalk on these sturdy little plants is packed with deep violet-purple
blooms
Salvia f. Victoria
Treasured for its large, vividly-colored spikes, arising in great numbers all
summer long
Salvia Lighthouse Purple Deep purple spikes are showy in the garden bed or container.

ASSJ

$4.95
$3.95

$3.95
$3.95

Salvia Summer
Jewel Lavender
ASWL Salvia Whopper
Lighthouse
ATT
Tithonia

Early and continuous Lavender blooming power, pollinator attraction, ease
of care, and nonstop beauty of this sun-love
Huge red bloom spikes on large, vigorous, quick-growing plants.

$3.95

3in. flowers of gold, orange and yellow

$4.95

ZB +
color

Zinnia Benary

This magnificent Zinnia Benary series produces high yields of long thick
extra large full double 4-5"blooms on sturdy stems. Bright Pink, Deep Red,
Giant Coral, Golden Yellow, Orange, Purple, Salmon Rose, Wine

$3.95

ZGC

Zinnia Gumdrop Candy

$3.95

ZP +
color

Zinnia Profusion

Crested type w/petals of scarlet, violet, gold and pink, all with gumdrop
centers.
The Profusion zinnias are one of the best of the newer Zinnia series.
Compact, disease and insect free They come in a range of clean colors.
Cherry, Deep Apricot, Fire, Fire Bronze, Orange
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